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What is open access to researchWhat is open access to research
data in the humanities?data in the humanities?

Open Access (reminder): The possibility to access, read, download, modify,
mix, analyse, share, store, republish materials without legal, economic, or
technical hindrances; see opendefinition.org
Research data in the humanities: "Structured collections of digital, selectively
constructed, machine-actionable abstractions representing some aspects of
a given object of humanistic inquiry."
Examples for research data

Primary sources: literary texts, correspondence, newspapers, language
corpora, historical documents, paintings, other human artefacts
Factual data relevant to humanistic inquiry: data about people, places,
cultures, and primary sources
Research publications: journal articles, books, blog posts, twitter (state of
the art, history of science)
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Some related issuesSome related issues
Open Access Publishing (of course)
Linked Open Data
Open Source Software
Collaborative Writing (platforms, data formats)
Long-Term Archiving
Dataset Peer Review
Citeability and academic credit
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A closer lookA closer look
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What can you do with openWhat can you do with open
research data?research data?

Authorship Attribution / Stylistics: who wrote this anonymous text? Is this
pastiche successful?
Genre Stylistics: What are the stylistic features distinctive of two related
literary genres?
Topic Modeling: which themes are there, and how are they distributed, in a
text collection
Literary Network Analysis: who speaks how often with whom, in a play?
Citation network analysis: who cites whom, and is cited by whom?
...many more things!
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Authorship Attribution / StylisticsAuthorship Attribution / Stylistics

French crime fiction Boileau-Narcejac: Arsène Lupin pastiches
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Genre StylisticsGenre Stylistics

French drama: comedies (red), tragedies (green) and tragi-comedies (blue)
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Topic ModelingTopic Modeling

French drama: four out of 80 topics in 375 plays
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Topics in SubgenresTopics in Subgenres

French drama: distinctive topics for three dramatic subgenres
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What are the requirements?What are the requirements?
Quantity of data: the more, the better; digital methods scale and sometimes
need scale
Quality of data: OCR / transcription with few errors; transparency about this
File formats: semi-structured / structured, consistent, interoperable,
non-proprietary, e.g. XML-based
Quality of metadata: Detailed, complete, consistent
Availability: selective bulk download
Rights: access, read, download, modify, mix, analyse, share, store, republish
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Are these requirements beingAre these requirements being
fulfilled?fulfilled?

Some examplesSome examples
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Teatro español del siglo de oroTeatro español del siglo de oro
(Chadwyck)(Chadwyck)
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Oxford Text ArchiveOxford Text Archive
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Corpus de littérature médiévaleCorpus de littérature médiévale
(Garnier)(Garnier)
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Digitale Bibliothek (TextGrid)Digitale Bibliothek (TextGrid)
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Why is getting access good, butWhy is getting access good, but
giving access better?giving access better?

Getting Access:
Efficiency: do analyses faster / differently
Innovation: ask new questions, use new research methods
Avoid redundancy of efforts: digitize once, and once only

Giving Access:
Transparency: show others the foundations of your analysis
Reproducibility: let others do your analysis again
Reusability: Promote research into the data you are interested in
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Current issuesCurrent issues
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Some challengesSome challenges
Availability of useful data (OCR & copyright)
Standards for data and metadata formats

PDF and Word are not good analysis formats (reading vs. archiving vs.
mining)
Plain-text formats like XML, JSON, CSV, Bibtex are better

Competencies in two domains at a time
Humanistic domain (research questions, contextual knowledge)
Computational / methodological domain (methods, tools, algorithms,
programming language)
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Main hindrance: legal issuesMain hindrance: legal issues
Copyright law
Database Protection
Subscription contracts
Licenses
More than anything else: uncertainty about these issues

"All in all, our evaluation at this stage of our analysis is that rightholders and
publishers are in a more comfortable position than research institutions, let
alone commercial companies willing to engage in data analysis projects.
Whether this is a desirable result or not is a policy option, for which the
objectives of the European Union to promote research and innovation should
be taken into account." (Triaille, Study on the Legal Framework of Text and
Data Mining, 2014)
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ConclusionConclusion
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What can infrastructures (likeWhat can infrastructures (like
DARIAH) do?DARIAH) do?

Infrastructures concern technical solutions, but also competencies and
community building
Therefore, infrastructures can explain, recommend or offer...

Standards for data and metadata
Legal issues
Trustworthy repositories (e.g., Zenodo, DARIAH Repository)
Persistent Identifier (PID) services (DOI, handle)
Discovery services
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What can each of us do?What can each of us do?
Follow the rule: "love your data and help others love it, too." (Goodman et al.
2014)
If you find useful research data that is not open access, tell the world that it
isn't, and ask the provider why it isn't
If you find freely available, useful research data, use it in your research to
show people what wonderful things can be done with it
If you produce research data, publish it with a DOI, in a standard format, with
an open license whenever possible (Creative Commons "BY" or "0"), and
add as much information to it as you can (metadata)
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Thank you!Thank you!
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